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Uh oh. Maybe. An emerging Variant of Concern (VOC) from The Golden State. Read
an early warning from the “hometown” news, but realize I’m sharing this at an
awareness level and not a “sky is falling” level:
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2021-02-23/california-homegrowncoronavirus-strain-looks-increasingly-transmissible-and-dangerous
This won’t be the last of the US first-identified variants, but it looks to be the first.
This is more and more shaping up to be similar to influenza in that over time there
appears to be a “cat and mouse” dynamic between SARS-CoV-2 and optimal vaccine
compositions. Surely, more to come.
Three and Counting! – STAT News
Over the weekend, the FDA issued another Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for a
COVID vaccine, this one to Johnson & Johnson’s Janssen Pharmaceuticals –
fortunately, known as J&J for short. We as a society have become so brand name
focused – cue the celebratory music for the marketing magicians – that even when it
comes to vaccines, people are namedropping the “brand” of vaccine they got or
want to receive.
I’ve received a number of emails and texts from friends that say something to the
effect of, “I got the Pfizer. What did you get?” or “They had Moderna today!” While
harmless to some extent, we’re talking about vaccines that all have shown a truly
remarkable ability to prevent COVID-19 death AND dramatically decrease severity of
illness and related hospitalization. If you’re a Juicy Couture velour sweatpants
aficionado, who am I to crimp your style? Such brand preference shouldn’t be
applicable to these vaccines, though. By the way, our neighbours (that’s the correct
Canadian spelling) to The North just approved the AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine.
Expect it in the US very soon as well. We expect other vaccines will follow it. Thus,
the field of COVID-19 vaccines will happily get even more confusing in their details.
Here’s two resources to help you (if you haven’t yet received your vaccine or are still
“thinking about” getting the vaccine) or your family/friends/valued others:
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1. Get the vaccine and get the “brand” of vaccine that is offered at the first place you can secure a vaccination
appointment. No hesitation and no doubt. That will be the most effective vaccine for you. Waiting for the “summer
fashion line from brand X of vaccine” only does one thing: prolongs the time you are unprotected from this deadly
and dreadful SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19!
2. Here’s a timely piece from STAT News in helping us understand the particulars – dose schedule, etc. of the now three
vaccines approved in the US: https://www.statnews.com/2021/02/02/comparing-the-covid-19-vaccines-developedby-pfizer-moderna-and-johnson-johnson/
When Oh When Will This End? Well, It Depends – The Atlantic
As chaotic and at first even overwhelming as it can be getting into a “big is big and bad is bad” situation (think about
being the first due apparatus for a 100+ vehicle collision on an icy, foggy interstate highway), declaring with accuracy that
such a situation is “done” or “over” or “won” sometimes isn’t any less murky or easy.
When will we be officially “post pandemic” isn’t yet established and it may not have nearly as firm a definition that we’d
like to think such does. Here’s a thoughtful piece on this very topic from The Atlantic:
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2021/02/how-know-when-pandemic-over/618122/
A Small Gaggle of Graphs – The New York Times & ABC News
The last few Updates have been more intense in text and resources, so how about we end this Update with some graphs
of mostly good news at that? Thanks to the great team at The New York Times for continuing its work over a year plus
now and the outlook on vaccine availability continues to get better with the graphics courtesy of ABC News. Hopefully,
we can see additional entry lines added to that graphic soon.
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Vigilance. Safety. Evidence-Based Service to Others.
Let’s be careful out there.
Dr. Goodloe
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